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Attorney Docket No. P2S8428.WO.01

EYEWEAR WITH MAGNETIC TRACK FOR ELECTRONIC WEARABLE DEVICE

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[001| This application claims the benefit under 35 U.S.C. 119 of the earlier filing date of

U.S. Provisional Application No. 62/173,741 entitled "ROBUST EYEWEAR TRACK,

WIRELESS ENERGY TRANSFER SYSTEM AND ATTACHMENT MEANS FOR

ELECTRONIC DEVICE", filed 06-10-2015. The aforementioned provisional application is

hereby incorporated by reference in its entirety, for any purpose.

[002] This application claims the benefit under 35 U.S.C. 119 of the earlier filing date of

U.S. Provisional Application No. 62/180,199 entitled "WIRELESS ENERGY TRANSFER

CAMERA SYSTEM", filed 06-16-2015. The aforementioned provisional application is

hereby incorporated by reference in its entirety, for any purpose.

|003| This application claims the benefit under 35 U.S.C. 119 of the earlier filing date of

U.S. Provisional Application No. 62/186,341 entitled "WIRELESS ENERGY TRANSFER

CAMERA SYSTEM", filed 06-29-2015. The aforementioned provisional application is

hereby incorporated by reference in its entirety, for any purpose.

[004| This application claims the benefit under 35 U.S.C. 119 of the earlier filing date of

U.S. Provisional Application No. 62/246,803 entitled 'TEMPLE TRACK COMPRISING A

MAGNET ATTRACTING MATERIAL", filed 10-27-2015. The aforementioned

provisional application is hereby incorporated by reference in its entirety, for any purpose.

[005] This application claims the benefit under 35 U.S.C. 119 of the earlier filing date of

U.S. Provisional Application No. 62/249,839 entitled 'TEMPLE TRACK COMPRISING

ELECTRONIC WEARABLE DEVICE AND A SAFETY CATCH", filed 11-02-2015. The

aforementioned provisional application is hereby incorporated by reference in its entirety, for

any purpose.

[006] This application claims the benefit under 35 U.S.C. 119 of the earlier filing date of

U.S. Provisional Application No. 62/253,813 entitled "ENHANCED TEMPLE TRACK",

filed 11-1 1-2015. The aforementioned provisional application is hereby incorporated by

reference in its entirety, for any purpose.

[007] This application claims the benefit under 35 U.S.C. 119 of the earlier filing date of

U.S. Provisional Application No. 62/289,488 entitled "INSTRUMENT AND METHOD TO

MEASURE THE MAGNETIC ATTRACTION FOR EYEWEAR", filed 02-01-2016. The



aforementioned provisional application is hereby incorporated by reference in its entirety, for

any purpose.

[008| This application claims the benefit under 35 U.S.C. 119 of the earlier filing date of

U.S. Provisional Application No. 62/306,331 entitled "EYEWEAR WITH ADVANCED

TRACK", filed 03-10-2016. The aforementioned provisional application is hereby

incorporated by reference in its entirety, for any purpose.

TECHNICAL FIELD

[009] The present disclosure relates to eyewear systems including eyewear with magnetic

tracks for attachment of electronic wearable devices.

BACKGROUND

[010] The number and types of commercially available electronic wearable devices

continues to expand. Forecasters are predicting that the electronic wearable devices market

will more than quadruple in the next ten years. Some hurdles to realizing this growth remain.

Two major hurdles are the cosmetics/aesthetics of existing electronic wearable devices and

their limited battery life. Consumers typically desire electronic wearable devices to be small,

less noticeable, and require less frequent charging. The smaller the electronic wearable

device, the more challenging it may be to removably attach the device to a wearable article,

such as eyewear and further solutions in this area may thus be desirable.

SUMMARY

[011] An eyewear system according to some examples herein may include a frame

including a lens-retaining portion comprising first and second end portions, and a pair of

temples, each connected to a respective one of the first and second end portions. Each of the

temples may include a hinge portion and an insert extending from the hinge portion towards a

distal end of the temple, wherein the insert is formed of a ferromagnetic material, and

wherein at least one of the temples in the pair comprises a track extending longitudinally

along a length of the temple, wherein a base of the track is defined by the insert and wherein

walls of the track are defined by a second material disposed around the insert.

[012] An eyewear system according another example of the present disclosure may include

at least one temple, and a temple guide provided on the at least one temple, wherein the

temple guide comprises a guide surface defined by a ferromagnetic material of the temple,



and wherein the temple guide is configured to magnetically retain an electronic wearable

device in slidable attachment therewith and to restrict lateral movement of the electronic

wearable device relative to the temple when the electronic wearable device is engaged with

the temple guide.

[013] An eyewear system according to further examples herein may include an eyewear

frame including at least one temple, a temple guide provided on the at least one temple,

wherein the temple guide includes a guide surface defined by a ferromagnetic material of the

temple, and an electronic wearable device configured to magnetically attach to the at least

one temple via the temple guide, wherein the temple guide is configured to magnetically

retain the electronic wearable device in slidable attachment therewith and to restrict lateral

movement of the electronic wearable device relative to the temple when the electronic

wearable device is engaged with the temple guide, and wherein the electronic wearable

device includes a magnet which attaches to the ferromagnetic material, and an additional

member for securing the electronic wearable device to the eyewear.

[014] According to some examples herein, a wearable device adapter may include body of a

stretchable material and configured to removably attach the adapter to an eyewear temple of

any of a plurality of differendy shaped eyewear frames, and a magnetic feature attached to

the body and configured for magnetically retaining an electronic wearable device in

attachment with the adapter.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[015] Features, aspects and attendant advantages of the present invention will become

apparent from the following detailed description of various embodiments, including the best

mode presently contemplated of practicing the invention, when taken in conjunction with the

accompanying drawings, in which:

[016] FIG. 1 shows a block diagram of an eyewear system in accordance with the present

disclosure;

[017] FIGS. 2A-2D show isometric, top, side, and transvers cross-sectional views of an

eyewear system according to a first embodiment;

[018] FIGS. 3A and 3B show a side and cross-sectional views of an insert in according to an

embodiment of the present disclosure;

[019] FIG. 4A shows a transverse cross-sectional view of a temple of an eyewear system

according to another embodiment;



[020| FIG. 4B shows a partial plan cross-sectional view of the temple in FIG. 4A and an

electronic wearable device attached thereto;

[0211 FIG. 4C shows a transverse plan cross-sectional view of a temple and electronic

wearable device according to another embodiment;

[022] FIGS. SA-5c shows eyewear systems according to further embodiments;

[023] FIG. 6 shows a simplified cross-sectional view of a temple and electronic wearable

device attached to the temple according to another embodiment;

[024] FIG. 7 shows a simplified cross-sectional view of a temple and electronic wearable

device attached to the temple according to yet another embodiment;

[025] FIGS. 8A and 8B show partial side and cross-sectional views of a temple according to

another embodiment;

[026] FIGS. 9A and 9B show partial side and cross-sectional views of a temple according to

yet another embodiment;

[027] FIG. 10 shows a simplified cross-sectional view of a temple and electronic wearable

device attached to the temple according to yet another embodiment;

[028] FIG. 11 shows a view of an eyewear system according to a further embodiment;

[029] FIGS. 12A-12C show views of a temple of the eyewear in FIG. 11;

[030] FIG. 13 shows a view of an exemplary electronic wearable device in the form of a

camera which includes a device guide in accordance with some examples herein;

[031] FIGS. 14A-14D show views of a thin eyewear temple with a temple guide according

to another embodiment; and

[032] FIGS. 15A-15E show views of an adapter in accordance with an embodiment of the

present disclosure.

[033] FIGS. 16A-16B show views of an adapter in accordance with another embodiment of

the present disclosure.

[034] FIGS. 17A-17C show views of a camera with a device guide in accordance with an

embodiment of the present disclosure.

[035] FIGS. 18A and 18B show views of a camera with a device guide in accordance with

another embodiment of the present disclosure.

[036] FIG. 19 shows a view of a camera with a device guide in accordance with an

embodiment of the present disclosure.



DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[037| The present application describes eyewear system which may include eyewear to

which an electronic wearable device, such as a wearable camera, may be movably (e.g.,

slidably) attached. In some examples, the electronic wearable device may be removably

attached to the eyewear. To that end, the eyewear may be provided with a guide for

engagement with the electronic wearable device. The guide may be configured to restrict

movement of the electronic wearable device in one or more directions. In some examples,

the guide may steer the electronic device along a predetermined direction. The guide may be

provided on the temple of the eyewear and may be referred to as temple guide. In some

examples, the guide may be in the form of a magnetic track, which may be provided on a

temple of the eyewear, and may also be referred to as temple track. The guide may be

oriented along the length of the temple such that the electronic wearable device may be

movable (e.g., slidable) between a forward position and an aft position along the length of the

temple. The guide may be configured to restrict movement of the electronic wearable device

in directions other than the direction defined between the forward and aft positions (e.g.,

longitudinal direction). The electronic wearable device may be removable from the guide for

example by movement of the electronic wearable device in a direction substantially

perpendicular to the longitudinal directions. The electronic wearable device, for example a

camera, may include a device guide which is configured for cooperating fit with the guide on

the eyewear (e.g., a temple guide). For examples, the device guide may be a male guide and

the temple guide may be a female guide. In other examples, the device guide may be a

female guide and the temple guide may be a male guide.

[038] In some examples, the guide may be integral with the temple, e.g., not removable

from the temple in the normal course of use of the eyewear. In other examples, the guide

may be removably attached to the temple. For example, the guide may be incorporated into a

guide adapter configured to engage the electronic wearable device. The guide adapter may

be a universal adapter in that it may be configured for mounting to a variety of differently

shaped pre-existing eyewear. In this manner, the guide adapter may enable pre-existing

eyewear to be retrofitted for engagement with an electronic wearable device in accordance

with the examples herein.

[039] FIG. 1 shows a block diagram of an eyewear system 5, which includes eyewear 20

and an electronic wearable device 10 attached to the eyewear 20. An eyewear frame 22 of

the eyewear 20 includes at least one temple 24. Typically, the eyewear frame 22 may include



two temples, a left and a right temple configured for placement over a left and a right ear,

respectively, of a user when the eyewear frame 22 is worn. The eyewear also typically

includes at least one lens or a pair of lenses configured to be provided in the field of view of

the user when the eyewear frame 22 is worn.

[040] A guide 30 is provided on the temple 24, also referred to as temple guide, for

engaging with a guide 12 provided on the electronic wearable device 10, also referred to as

device guide. The temple guide 30 and device guide 12 are configured to slidably engage

such that the electronic wearable device may be retained in slidable attachment with the

temple 24. The temple guide 30 may be configured to guide movement of the electronic

wearable device 10 along a sliding direction. In accordance with the examples herein, the

temple guide 30 and device guide 12 may be configured to attach magnetically. In some

examples, the device guide 12 may include one or more magnets 16. In some examples, the

one or more magnets 16 may include a neodymium-type magnet, a permanent magnet, or

magnet(s) comprised of ferromagnetic material. The guide 30 may include a guide surface

32 which is configured for magnetic attraction with the device guide 12. In some examples,

the guide surface 32 may be defined by a ferromagnetic material of the temple such that the

guide 30 may magnetically retain the electronic wearable device 10.

[041] The guides 30 and 12 may be configured such that relative lateral movement of the

electronic wearable device 10 is restricted when the electronic wearable device 10 is engaged

with the temple guide 30. That is, the guides 30 and 12 may be configured such that

movement of the electronic wearable device 10 in one or more directions other than the

sliding direction is constrained.

[042] FIGS. 2A-2D show isometric, top or plan, side, and transverse cross-sectional views

of components of an eyewear system according to a first embodiment. Components of the

eyewear system 95 may be used to implement components of the eyewear system 5 in FIG. 1.

For example, the electronic wearable device 10 of FIG. 1 may be a camera 11 as illustrated in

FIG. 2B, although the present disclosure is not limited only to a camera for the electronic

wearable device, as will be further described.

[043] In the embodiment in FIGS. 2A-2D, the eyewear 100 includes a frame 101 configured

to retain one or more lenses (e.g., prescription lenses, tinted lenses, shatter-resistant or

ballistic lenses, combinations thereof or other types of lenses). The frame 101 includes a

lens-retaining portion 102 which includes first and second end portions 104-1, 104-2

disposed at opposite ends of the lens-retaining portion 102. The frame 101 further includes a

pair of temples 110 including first temple 110-1 (e.g., left temple) and second temple 110-2



(e.g., right temple). The first temple 110-1 is attached to the first end portion 104-1 and the

second temple 110-2 is attached to the second end portion 104-2. The eyewear 100 may be

provided in an unfolded configuration as illustrated in FIGS. 2A and 2B, e.g., as may be

suitable when the eyewear 100 is worn. The temples 110-1, 110-2 are pivotal ly attached to

the end portions 104-1, 104-2. In the illustrated example, each of the temples 110-1, 110-2

includes a hinge portion 125 (e.g., left and right hinge portions 125-1, 125-2, respectively),

and the temples 110 are each attached to the lens-retaining portion 102 via their respective

hinge portions 125-1, 125-2. In other examples, the temples 110 may be pivotally attached to

the lens-retaining portion using any other type of flexure (e.g., a living hinge), which may

enable the frame 101 to be provided in a folded configuration when not worn.

|044| The eyewear 100 may include a guide 118 for attaching an electronic wearable device

(e.g., camera 11) to the eyewear. The guide 118 may be configured to magnetically retain the

electronic wearable device (e.g., camera 11) in attachment with the eyewear 100. In some

examples, the electronic wearable device (e.g., camera) may be implemented in accordance

with any of the examples in U.S. Patent Application No. 14/757,753 filed December 23,

2015, and titled "Wireless Camera Systems and Methods", which application is incorporated

by reference herein in its entirety for any purpose. The guide 118 may be configured to

magnetically retain the electronic wearable device (e.g., camera 11) in attachment with the

eyewear 100. The guide 118 may be configured to retain the electronic wearable device in

slidable attachment with the eyewear 100. In other words, the electronic wearable device

may be slidable or movable along a length of the guide while remaining in attachment with

the eyewear 100. The guide 118 may be configured to restrict movement of the electronic

wearable device in one or more directions with respect to the part of the frame to which the

electronic wearable device is attached. The guide 118 may be integrally formed with the

frame 101 or may be irremovably attached (e.g., welded, bolted, bonded, etc.) to the frame

101. In some examples, the guide may be removably attachable to the frame such as to

enable removal of the guide from the frame during normal course of use. The guide 118 may

be provided on the temple 110 and may thus be interchangeably referred to as temple guide

118. The temple guide 118 may be used to implement the temple guide 24 in FIG. 1. In

some examples, a temple guide 118 may be provided on one or both of the temples 110-1,

110-2.

[045] The eyewear system 95 may include an electronic wearable device (e.g., camera 11)

which is configured to attach and detach from the temple guide. The electronic wearable

device (e.g., camera 11) may include a device guide (e.g., camera guide 19 as shown for



example in FIG. 2B) which may be configured to engage the guide 118 of eyewear 100.

Further aspects of the device guide will be describe with reference to camera guide 19 but it

will be understood that these aspects may apply to device guides on different types of

electronic devices. The camera guide 19 is shaped for slidable engagement with the temple

guide 118 of the eyewear 100. The camera guide 19 in this example is a male guide in the

form of a protrusion attached to or integrally formed with the housing. The camera guide is

configured to be inserted into a female guide (e.g., track 130) on the temple along a direction

perpendicular to the base of the track. The camera guide 19 includes at least one magnet 16,

e.g., as shown in FIG. 4B which illustrates further details of the camera 11. The one or more

magnets can be a rare each ncodymium type magnet or other type of magnet. In the

illustrated example, the magnets are cylindrical (e.g., disc) magnets however other shapes and

configurations may be used. Any number of magnets, for example one to six magnets, may

be used to provide sufficient force to retain the camera on the temple. The force of attraction

between the magnets and ferromagnetic material of the guide surface, which can be defined

based on a measured force required to pull the magnet off the magnet attracting surface (i.e.,

a pull force), may be tailored to provide enough force to maintain the camera in attachment

with the temple without inhibiting the sliding of the magnet or otherwise affecting the optics

of the eyewear. That is, the pull force may be sufficiently high to keep the camera attached to

the temple while sliding yet low enough so as not to inhibit the movement of the camera and

also to ensure that the temple is not significantly deflected which may affect the optical

performance of the eyewear and/or result in damage. In some examples, the pull force may

range from about 0.5 Newtons to about 10 Newtons. In some examples, the pull force may

range from about 1.5 Newtons to about 5 Newtons. That is, the magnet(s) may be attracted to

the ferromagnetic material of the temple by a force within the range of about 1.5 Newtons to

about 5 Newtons. In some examples, the pull force may be less than 0.5 Newtons or exceed

10 Newtons.

[046] The number and size of magnets may be tailored. A relevant magnet property that

may be taken into consideration is the maximum pull force. Also, pole orientation, magnetic

direction, field shape and other properties of the magnets may be considered when tailoring

the magnet configuration in the device guide. Also, although the examples herein describe

temple guide and device guide that include a magnetic material and a magnet, respectively, it

will be understood that this arrangement may be reversed, e.g., the magnet may be provided

on the temple and the ferromagnetic material may be provided on the electronic wearable

device.



[047| In some examples one or more bar magnets may be used, e.g., as in the examples

shown in FIGS. 17-19. In the embodiment in FIGS. 17A-17C, the camera 1 1 includes a

camera guide 1619, which includes custom shaped bar magnet 1616. The bar magnet 1616 is

T-shaped with the exposed side of the magnet being narrower than the side that closer to the

camera body. That, is the magnet 1616 includes a wider bottom portion 1616-1 and a

narrower top portion 1616-2. In one non-limiting embodiment, the magnet has a height of

about 1.5mm a width at the narrow portion of about 2.0mm and a length of about 12mm.

Other dimensions may be used as may be desired for a particular configuration of a device

guide and corresponding temple guide. The slotted protrusion is similarly shaped having the

width of the slot being wider at the bottom (e.g., closer to the camera body) and narrower at

the top. This arrangement mechanically retains the magnet within slotted protrusion such as

when magnetic force is experienced due to attraction with the temple guide. During

assembly, the magnet 1616 is inserted into the slotted protrusion 1620 to form the camera

guide 1619. In some examples, the magnet 1616 may be additionally attached to the camera

11 for example using an adhesive or other conventional fastening technique. In other

embodiments, the magnet may not be adhered to the camera by may instead be retain in the

slot via a snap feature. As shown in cross-section in FIG. 17C, the walls of the slotted

protrusion may include a lip 1622 at the open end (e.g., insertion end) of the slotted

protrusion. The width of the slot at the lip Ws may be slightly less the width of the magnet

WM such that the lip 1622 is temporarily deformed during insertion of the magnet, such as

along direction 1624, and then returns to its nominal shape to retain the magnet in the slot. In

some examples, the exposed surface of the magnet may be flush (e.g., in plane) with the

bottom surface of the protrusion, as shown in FIG. 17B. In other examples, as described

herein, the magnet may be recessed from the bottom surface of the protrusion.

[048] FIGS. 18A and 18B show another embodiment of a camera 11 with a device guide

1819 which is in the form of a male guide. The device guide 1819 includes a T-shaped bar

magnet 1816 similar to the bar magnet 1616 of the example in FIGS. 17A-17C. The wider

bottom portion 1816-1 is retained in a slotted protrusion 1820 which is shorter in height than

the magnet 1816. As such, the upper narrower upper portion 1816-2 is fully exposed and

functions as the portion that is inserted into the temple guide. In other words, the height of

the exposed magnet portion (e.g., upper portion 1816-2) is substantially the same as the depth

D of the track and the width of the exposed magnet portion (e.g., upper portion 1816-2) is

substantially the same as the width W of the track. The magnet 1816 may be similarly

retained in the slot of the protrusion 1820, e.g., by a lip portion. In other examples, the



magnet 1816 may be additionally or alternatively attached to the camera by an adhesive or

other means.

[049| FIG. 19 shows yet another embodiment of a camera 11 with a device guide 1919 in

the form of a male guide. A portion of the device guide 1919, namely the exposed portion of

the magnet 1916 is configured for insertion into a temple track. Similar to the magnet 1816

of the previous example, the magnet 1916 includes a wider lower portion 1916-1 and a

narrower upper portion 1916-2. The lower portion 1916 is enclosed by the retention plate

1920 which acts to attach the magnet 1916 to the camera 11. The upper portion 1916-2 is

exposed and similarly configured as upper portion 1816 to function as the portion that is

inserted into the temple guide. The retention plate 1920 may be laser welded to the camera

via the bosses 1922 or otherwise attached such as with conventional fasteners (e.g., bolts,

rivets, snap features, etc.).

[050| Referring now back to FIGS. 2B-2D, the temples 110 may each include an insert 120.

The insert 120 may be a metal insert (also referred to as core wire or stiffener), which may

function to structurally reinforce the temple 110. In the embodiment in FIGS. 2A-2D, the

insert 120 is formed of a ferromagnetic material, such as spring steel, stainless steel (e.g.,

AISI 420), or combinations thereof. In other examples, the insert may comprise AISI 301

steel, series 400 stainless steel, ferritic stainless steel, martensitic stainless steel, duplex

stainless steel. In some examples, the ferromagnetic material may have magnetic

permeability in the range of 1.3-700. In some examples, ferromagnetic material may have

magnetic permeability in greater than 700. The insert 120 may be enclosed or substantially

enclosed by a second material 128 (also referred to as outer material) to form the temple 110.

The second material 128 may be different from the material from which the insert is formed.

For example, the second material 128 may be plastic, such as an injection molded plastic or

acetate. In some examples, the second material 128 may be metal, e.g., a different metal than

that of the insert, such as a non-ferromagnetic metal. The insert 120 may extend from a hinge

portion 125 towards a distal end 116 of the temple 110. In some examples, the insert 120

may be connected to the hinge portion 125. For example, the temple 110 may include a

hinge barrel 126 which is configured to receive a hinge pin 127 for pivotally securing the

hinge portion 125 to the lens-retaining portion 102. In some examples, the hinge barrel 126

may be metal and may be rigidly connect to (e.g., welded to or integrally formed with) the

insert 120. In other examples, the insert may not be connected to the hinge portion.

[051] In some examples, the temple guide 118 may be implemented in the form of a female

guide (e.g., a track 130). In other examples the temple guide 118 may have a different shape



or configuration. For example, the temple guide may be in the form of a male guide (e.g., a

rail), examples of which will be described further with reference to FIGS. 11-13. The temple

guide 118 may include one or more guide surfaces, e.g., base, sidewalls, top surface, or other

depending on the configuration of the guide. In the embodiment in FIGS. 2A-2D, the temple

guide 118 is implemented in the form of a track 130, which is defined by a groove formed in

the second material 128. The track has a bottom surface or base 131 and sidewalls 133. The

track has a width W defined be the distance between the sidewalls 133. The track terminates

at a forward end 135 defined by a forward end wall 136 and an aft end 137 defined by an aft

end wall 138. The track extends to a depth D which exposes the insert 120. Thus, the insert

130 functions as both a stiffening member (e.g., core wire) for the temple and also provides a

ferromagnetic base for the track 130 for magnetically attaching an electronic wearable device

thereto. In some examples, the width W may be constant along the length I_o of the guide. In

other examples, the track may taper (e.g., the width W may narrow) towards the forward end

135, the aft end 137, or both. In some examples the track may be have an open forward end

and/or an open aft end and the taper may prevent the electronic wearable device from sliding

out of the track. In some examples, the width W may be constant along the depth D, the track

thereby having a generally rectangular cross section. In such examples, the electronic

wearable device (e.g., camera 11) may be attachable and removable from the track 130 by

insertion of the device guide (e.g., camera guide 19) into the track 130 along a direction

perpendicular to the base 131 (e.g., a direction parallel with the Y direction).

[052) In specific exemplary but non-limiting embodiments, the width of the track may not

exceed 2.5mm (e.g., the width W is about 2mm), the depth of the track may not exceed

1.5mm (e.g., the depth D is about 1.25mm), the forward end of the track may be located from

about 5mm to about 20mm distally from the hinge portion, plus or minus engineering

tolerances (e.g., plus or minus 10-15% of the specified dimension based on the appropriate

tolerances) and the track spans between about 45% to about 85% of the length L of the

temple. In some embodiments, the length of the track may be less than 45% or greater than

85% the length of the temple.

[053) Embodiments of the present invention may be implemented in temples having a

variety of shapes and size, for example temples having a relatively simple profile or the

temples that contoured in one or more directions. For example, as illustrated in FIGS. 2A-

2C, the temple 110 may follow a curved profile viewed in plan. That is, the temple 110 may

include a generally flat portion 111 and a contoured portion 112. The flat portion 111 may

extend from the hinge portion 125 to about 1/4 or 1/3 of the length L of the temple, although



in other examples the flat portion 111 may be shorter than 1/4 of the length L of the temple or

longer than a 1/3 of the length L of the temple. The contoured portion 112 may extend from

the flat portion 11 1 to the distal end 116. The contoured portion 112 may define a generally

simple curve (e.g., a C-shaped curve) or a more complex curve (e.g., an S-shaped curve, in

which the contoured portion curves in one direction and then flattens out or curves in an

opposite direction as you move towards the distal end). In some examples, as in the

embodiment in FIGS. 1-4, the guide 120 extends at least partially along both of the flat and

contoured portions 111 and 112. In such examples, the guide follows the curvature of the

temple. In such examples, the curvature (e.g., minimum temple radius RMIN, see e.g., FIG.

4B) may be selected to ensure that device guide remains in engagement with the temple guide

along the full length of the temple guide. In some examples, the minimum temple radius may

be about 90cm. In other examples, the temple, when viewed in plan, may be contoured along

substantially all of the length of the temple and may not include a flat portion 111, and the

curvature may be such as to ensure that the device remain in engagement with the temple

guide when moved along the length of the temple guide. In yet further examples, the temple,

when viewed in plan, may be generally flat along substantially the full length of the temple.

In some examples, the temple guide may span only a generally flat portion of the temple

(such as in the embodiments in FIGS. 14- 15).

[054| When viewed from the side (see e.g., FIG. 2C), the temple 110 may include an arm

portion 113 and an earpiece portion 114. The arm portion 113 may extend generally straight

aft from the hinge portion 125 towards the distal end 116 of the temple. The arm portion 113

may span more than half (e.g., 60%, 70%, 75%, 80% or other) of the length L of the temple

110. In some examples, the arm portion 113 may include part or all of the flat portion 111

and at least part of the contoured portion 112. The earpiece portion 114 may extend from a

bend which is positionable over the wearer's ear to the distal end 116 of the temple. The

earpiece portion 114 may curve downward such that the distal end 116 of the temple is

positionable behind the ear of the user, e.g., to secure the temples to the user's head when the

eyewear is worn. In accordance with the examples herein, the guide 118 may span one or

more of the above described portions of the temple 110. In some examples, the guide 120

may span most of the length of the arm portion 113 but may not extend along the earpiece

portion 114. The guide 118 may therefore be generally straight along its longitudinal

direction and may thereby restrict movement of the electronic wearable device along a

straight path. In other examples, the guide 118 may extend along only a small portion (e.g.,

50% or less) of the arm portion 113. In yet further examples, the guide 118 may extend at



least partially along both of the arm and the earpiece portions 113 and 114, respectively, and

the guide 118 may therefore guide the electronic wearable device along a curved path.

|055| The temple and device guides may be configured such that the electronic wearable

device is positionable substantially flush with a front face of the eyewear. For example, the

forward end 135 of the track 130 may be spaced from a font face of the eyewear by an offset

distance O (see e.g., FIG. 2B) substantially matching the distance between the forward face

of the electronic wearable device and the forward end of the device guide.

[056] In one specific embodiment the electronic device includes a plurality of cylindrical

magnets (e.g., 1-6 magnets having a diameter of about 1/16 inches), each of which may be an

NdFeB with Ni plating axially magnetized with 0.12lbs pull force. The size and pull force of

the magnets may be tailored taking into account the form factor of the electronic wearable

device and the required force to maintain the electronic wearable device in magnetic

attachment with the temple while still enabling the electronic wearable device to be slidable

along the track. In some examples, the magnets may be spaced from the base by a gap when

the electronic wearable device is attached to the track. In such examples, the magnetically

attached electronic wearable device may essentially float over the surface of the track (e.g.,

the base 131) which may improve slidablitly of the electronic wearable device along the track

and or reduce the risk of scratching the aesthetic surface of the eyewear. In some examples,

the base 131 may be coated with an additional layer, which may be aesthetic or functional.

For example, the base 131 may be coated with a friction reducing layer (e.g., a low-friction

material such as TEFLON)- In some examples, the base 131 may be coated with a corrosion

resistant material. In some examples, the additional layer may be a layer or paint such as to

pain the base in a color matching the color of the second material or to paint the base in an

accent color. In some examples, the base 131 may be coated with a lacquer, paint, varnish or

any other type of coating. In some examples, the base 131 may be plated with nickel, copper,

zinc, gold, silver, or combinations thereof.

[057] FIGS. 3A and 3B show an insert 220 prior to its assembly into a temple (e.g., temple

110). The insert 220 may be a generally flat elongate member, which may be formed for

example by stamping a thin metal strip in the desired shape (e.g., as shown in FIG. 3B) from

bulk material such as stainless or spring steel sheet metal. In some examples, the insert 220

may be generally flat along the entire length of the insert. The insert may be made from steel,

stainless steel, for example steel alloy with minimum 10.5% chromium content by mass, or

others. Different alloys of steel may be used and relevant properties to be considered in

determining a suitable alloy may include level of hardness (e.g., martensitic microstructure)



and nickel content. In some examples, the insert 220 or a portion thereof may be coated, for

example a side of the insert that is exposed and provides a guide surface may be coated with a

corrosion resistant material, a friction reducing material, a colored material such as paint

which may be the same as the color of the other material or an accent color, or another type

of coating. In some examples, the insert 220 may be so coated before assembly into the

temple. In other examples, only the exposed portion of the insert 220 may be coated after the

insert has been assembled into the temple.

[058] The insert 220 may optionally include one or more grippers 216 configured to resist

relative lengthwise movement between the insert 220 and the outer material enclosing the

insert (e.g., second material 128). The grippers 216 may be implemented as textured portions

which may increase the friction between the insert 220 and the outer material. The grippers

216 may be located at one or more locations along the length of the insert 220, for example at

a forward end and/or at an intermediate location along the length of insert 220. Grippers may

be provided along any surface of the insert 220. The insert 220 may include a forward

portion 223 and an aft portion 222. The forward portion 223 may have a length selected to

substantially correspond to the length of a straight portion of the temple (e.g., straight portion

113). The aft portion 222 may have a length selected to substantially correspond to the

length of a curved portion of the temple (e.g., curved portion 114). The forward portion 223

may be wider than the aft portion 222. The forward portion 223 may be wide enough to

serve as a base of the track. In other words, the width Wi of the forward portion 223 may be

greater than the width W of the track 130. The width of the insert may range from about

2.5mm to about 6mm or greater and the thickness Ti may range from about .3mm to about

lmm or greater depending on the geometry of the temple. In one specific non-limiting

embodiment, the insert may have a width Wi of about 4.8mm and a thickness T of about

0.6mm. Other dimensions may of course be used in other embodiments. In an exemplary

non-limiting embodiment, the width of the forward portion 223 may be from about 3.0mm to

about 5mm, in some examples from about 3.5mm to about 4.8mm, although this width may

be different depending on the particular temple design. The width of the aft portion 222 may

be half or less of the width of the forward portion 223. The aft portion may include one or

more notches 225 arranged along the lower side the aft portion 222, an upper side of the aft

portion 222, or along both sides of the aft portion 222. The notches 225 may enable the aft

portion 222 to be more easily deformed to a shape corresponding to the curved portion of the

temple (e.g., as shown in FIG. 2C), as well as enable further adjustments of the shape of the

temple (e.g., a curvature of the curved portion) to fit a particular user.



[059| The insert (e.g., core wire) may be attached (e.g., welded) to a hinge barrel inserted

into a softened injection molded plastic temple. In other examples, a plastic temple may be

insert molded around the core wire, with the temple being both shaped and attached to the

core wire during the cooling/curing phase. In yet further examples, the insert may be

embedded in an acetate laminate temple which can then be shaped and polished to achieve its

final aesthetic look. The optional grippers, particularly in cases in which the insert is not

attached to the hinge, may improve the attachment between outer material and insert In

some examples, the track may be formed in the temple after the temple and core wire have

been assembled, e.g., by cutting, such as by laser cutting, a slot in the plastic material to a

depth that reaches the flat insert. In other examples, the track may be initially formed during

the molding process, e.g., by using a mold or additional/removable inserts to define the shape

of the track during the molding process.

[060| In some examples, the eyewear system may include a safety catch 180. The safety

catch 180 may be configured to prevent separation of the electronic wearable device (e.g.,

camera 11) from the eyewear 100 in the event that the electronic wearable device becomes

inadvertently disengaged from the guide 118. The safety catch 180 may include a strap 182

(e.g., a securing ring, a lanyard, or another), which is secured to the electronic wearable

device (e.g., camera 11) and the eyewear frame 101 . In some examples, the strap 182 may be

made from plastic, for example a flexible plastic material. In some examples, the strap 182

may be a securing ring which encircles a cross section of the temple 110. The securing ring

may be made from translucent or transparent material. In other examples, the strap 182 may

be the same color as the color of the temple. In some examples, the securing ring may have a

cross sectional core thickness of less than 1.5mm. In some examples, the strap 182 may be

made from a monofilament strand or string of nylon, polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF),

polyethylene, DACRON, DYNEEMA, or others. In some examples, the strap 182 may be

made from an elastic material such as rubber. For example, the strap 182 may be made from

an elastomer such as silicon rubber. Other materials, such as natural fibers or synthetic

materials may be used. The strap may be made from metal (e.g., single or multi-strand wire,

a chain, or others). The strap 182 may be attached to a securing feature 184 provided on the

electronic wearable device. Other configurations may be used for the safety catch, examples

of some of which are further described below with reference to FIGS. 5A-5C.

[061] Referring now to FIGS. 4A and 4B, partial cross-sectional views of eyewear system

in accordance with another embodiment are shown. The temple 210 includes a temple guide

120 in the form of a track 122 provided on an outside side 207 of the temple 210. The temple



210 may include an insert 214 (e.g., a core wire), which increases the stiffness of the temple

210. The insert 214 need not be ferromagnetic as the insert in this embodiment does not form

part of the magnetic track. In this embodiment, the additionally includes a strip 215 made

from ferromagnetic material (also referred to as metal strip) arranged at the base of the

temple guide 120. The strip 2 IS may be provided by depositing a layer of metallic material

onto a surface of the temple (e.g., along the base of the slot that defines the track) or by

attaching (e.g., by bonding) a separate metallic strip to the base of the track. The strip 215

may facilitate the magnetic attraction between the temple guide 120 and a guide of an

electronic wearable device. The strip 215 may be spaced from the insert 214. The depth D of

the track 230 may be substantially the same in the embodiments in FIG. 1 and in FIG. 5,

although a thickness T2 of the temple 210 in this second embodiment may be greater than the

thickness T i of the temple 110 in the first embodiment where the insert provides the

functionality of both a stiffening core wire and a magnetic base of the track 230. In some

examples, the insert may be omitted. In some examples, the depth D of the track 230 may be

up to about 1mm. In such examples, the temple may be made substantially from a non-

metallic material (e.g., injection-moldable plastic or acetate) except for a thin layer (e.g., a

coating) of metallic material provided along the base of the track. Such a layer may not

significantly increase the stiffness of the temple to act as a stiffener but would otherwise

facilitate magnetic attraction between the temple guide 120 and a guide of an electronic

wearable device.

[062) FIG. 4B shows a partial plan cross-sectional view of the temple 210 and an exemplary

electronic wearable device (e.g., camera 11) attached to the temple 210. The camera 11

includes a device guide 212 which is configured to be received, at least partially, within the

track 230.

[063] FIG. 5 shows a partial plan cross-sectional view of a temple 310 and an exemplary

electronic wearable device 10 attached to the temple 310 in accordance with another

embodiment. In this illustrated embodiment, the electronic wearable device 10 includes a

device guide 12 which is configured to be received, at least partially, within the track 330.

The track 330 includes a base 331 which is defined by a ferromagnetic material of the temple

(e.g., an exposed surface of a ferromagnetic insert as in the example in FIG. 2D, or a

ferromagnetic layer such as the strip 229 as in the example in FIG. 4A). The device guide 12

of the electronic wearable device 10 in this example is a male guide (e.g., a protrusion 370).

One or more magnets 16 are attached to the protrusion 370. The one or more magnets 16

may be attached to corresponding recesses in the protrusion 370 or they may be embedded



within the protrusion 370 such that the surfaces of the magnets are not exposed. The

protrusion 370 may have a top surface 372, which may be defined by exposed surfaces of the

one or more magnets or by a surface of an enclosure in the case where the magnets are

embedded. In this illustrated embodiment the protrusion 370 is configured such that the top

surface 372 does not contact the base 331 when the electronic wearable device 10 is attached

to the temple 310. The gap G defined between opposing top surface 372 and base 331 when

the electronic wearable device 10 is attached to the temple 310 may enable the electronic

wearable device 10 to more easily slide along the guide 318 (e.g., float over the base 331 of

the track). In some examples, the gap G may be less than .1mm. In some examples the gap

G may be less than 0.05mm, such as 0.04mm, 0.03mm or 0.01 mm.

|064| It will be understood that any of the embodiments of eyewear systems may be

configured to include a gap G between the opposing and magnetically attracting faces of the

device guide and temple guide. In other words, the camera 11 and temple guide 118, for

example, may be configured such that the bottom surface of the camera guide 19 and the base

131 of the track 130 do not contact during normal use. In some examples, the magnets

specifically may be spaced apart from the temple surfaces such as to avoid rubbing of the

magnets against any of the aesthetic surfaces of the temple. This spacing may be achieved by

recessing the magnet below the bottom surface of the device guide such that the bottom

surface of the device guide that may contact the base of the track while the magnet itself does

not. The bottom surface of the device guide may be part of the housing or attached thereto

and may be formed of a plastic material thus reducing the risk of damage to the temples. As

will be appreciated, all exposed surfaces of the, such as on the outside side of the temple,

including the walls and base of the track, are finished surfaces (e.g., surfaces that function as

part of the finished aesthetic look of the eyewear). In other words, the eyewear may be worn

with or without an electronic wearable device attached thereto without diminishing the

aesthetic look of the eyewear, and in some examples the aesthetic look of the eyewear may be

enhanced by the presence of the track. As such, the attachment of an electronic wearable

device to the temple is not a necessary condition for a wearer to enjoy the use of the eyewear,

e.g., attaching an electronic wearable device or any other type of feature is not essential to

provide a finished aesthetic look for the eyewear.

[065| Further examples of safety catches of eyewear systems are described with reference to

FIGS. 5A-5C. The safety catch 180' in FIG. 5A includes a lanyard 182 which is attached to

the temple 110 and a securing feature 184 attached to the camera 11. Instead of being looped

around the temple as described with reference to FIG. 2B, the lanyard is attached to an



underside 103 of the temple 110. The lanyard includes a T-shaped fitting 186 which is

received in a T-shaped slot on the underside 103 of the temple. The T-shaped slot may span

the same or substantially the same distance as the length of the guide 118 such that the

lanyard may slide along with the camera while remaining attached to the T-shaped slot via

the fitting 186. The T-shaped slot may have an open end, e.g., at the forward end 115 or the

distal end 116 of the temple, to enable removal of the camera 11 from the eyewear frame

when desired.

[066] The safety catch 180" in FIG. SB includes a lanyard 182 which is attached to the

temple 110 and a securing feature 184 attached to the camera 11. Instead of being looped

around the temple as described with reference to FIG. 2B, the lanyard is attached to a trolley

188 which is also configured to slide along the guide 118. The trolley may be magnetically

attached to the guide 118 in a manner similar to the device guide. In some examples, the

trolley is configured to exhibit a stronger magnetic attraction with the temple guide as

compared to the magnetic force between the device guide and the temple guide. In some

examples, the temple guide may shaped to mechanically retain the trolley therewithin.

[067] In the example in FIG. SC, the safety catch 180"' includes a lanyard 182 which is

irremovably attached at one end to a fixture 187 disposed at the aft end of the guide 118 and

at the opposite end to the securing feature 184. The length of the lanyard 182 is sufficient to

allow the camera to move from the aft end all the way to the forward end of the guide. In this

manner, the safety catch 180"' maintains the camera 11 tethered to the temple while allowing

movement of the camera along the guide.

[068] FIG. 6 illustrates a simplified cross-sectional view of another embodiment of an

eyewear system 405. The eyewear system include a temple 410 of an eyewear frame and

electronic wearable device 4 11 (e.g., camera) attached to the temple 410. The electronic

wearable device 4 11 includes a device guide 412. The device guide 412 may be provided on

an arm 417. The arm 417 is configured to be positioned over a top side 409 of the temple

410. The arm 417 may be extendible (e.g., a telescoping arm) such that the electronic

wearable device 4 11 may be attachable to temples of different thicknesses. The device guide

412 includes a magnet 416, attached to the arm. In some examples, a surface of the magnet

may be exposed such that it contacts the temple when the electronic wearable device 4 11 is

attached thereto. In other examples, in interface layer may be provided between the magnet

and temple surface to reduce damage to the aesthetic surface of the eyewear (e.g., scratches),

which may be otherwise caused by a magnet sliding in contact with the eyewear. The

interface layer may be provided for example by embedding the magnet slightly below the



contact surface of the arm or by a coating provided on the exposed surface of the magnet.

The coating may be friction reducing coating.

|069| The temple 410 may include a temple guide 4 18. The temple guide in this example is

located on the top side of the temple 410. The temple guide is in the form of a female guide

(e.g., track) which includes a ferromagnetic strip 429 provided at the base of the guide. The

temple 410 may optionally include an insert 424, which may or may not be ferromagnetic,

and an outer material 428 which encloses the insert In accordance with the examples herein,

the temple guide 418 includes guide surfaces (e.g., base 431 and sidewall 433), which

constrain movement of the electronic wearable device 411 in one or more directions relative

to the temple. At least one of the guide surfaces, in this example base 43 1, is defined by the

ferromagnetic material of the strip 429. In other examples, the strip 429 may be arranged

such that it defines the sidewall 433 instead of the base 431, such as by positioning the strip

closer to the top side 409. In other examples, the strip 429 may be arranged such that it

defines both the sidewall 433 and the base 431, such as by using an L-shaped ferromagnetic

member to define the shape of the track.

[070] FIG. 7 illustrates a simplified cross-sectional view of another embodiment of an

eyewear system 505. The eyewear system includes a temple 510 and electronic wearable

device 5 11 attached to the temple 510. The electronic wearable device 5 11 includes a device

guide 512, which may be provided along a side 513 of the electronic wearable device 5 11.

The device guide 512 may include a magnet 516 and optionally a guide protrusion 514

spaced from the magnet. The temple may be formed of a material 528 and may optionally

include a core wire 524 embedded in the material 528. The temple 510 may include a temple

guide 518. The temple guide 518 may include a ferromagnetic strip 529 which may be flush

with the outer surface of the material 528. The temple guide 518 may optionally include a

groove 515 spaced from the strip 529 and shaped to receive the protrusion 514. The magnet

516 may be arranged to engage the strip 529 when the side 513 of the electronic wearable

device 5 11 is positioned against the outside side 507 of the temple 510. The protrusion 514

and groove 515 may serve as locating and interlocking features, e.g., to position the

electronic wearable device 5 11 for engagement with the temple guide 518 and to restrict

movement of the electronic wearable device 5 11 in one or more directions relative to the

temple 510 while the electronic wearable device 5 11 remains attached thereto. In the

illustrated example, the strip 529 is positioned near a top side 509 of the temple 510 and a

single groove 515 is provided spaced downward from the strip 529. In other examples the



strip may be different positioned and a different arrangement and number of grooves may be

used.

[071| For example, FIGS. 8A and 8B illustrate partial side and cross-sectional views of a

temple 610 in accordance with another embodiment. The temple 610 may be formed of a

material 628, such as plastic, and may optionally include a core wire 624 embedded in the

material 628. The temple 610 includes a guide 618 that includes a ferromagnetic strip 629

positioned substantially flush with the outside side 607 of temple 610. One or more grooves

615 may be provided spaced apart from and extending along the length of the strip 629. Each

of the grooves may be configured to engage a corresponding protrusion on an electronic

wearable device (not shown in this view). In this manner, the guide 618 may be configured

to magnetically retain the electronic wearable device in attachment (e.g., by magnetic

attraction) to the temple and may further function to restrain movement of the electronic

wearable device in one or more directions (e.g., up and down, in-plane rotation, etc.) relative

to the temple.

[072] In another example, as shown in FIGS. 9A and 9B, the temple 710 may similarly be

formed of a material 728, such as plastic, and may optionally include a core wire 724

embedded in the material 728. The temple 610 may similarly include a guide 718 that

includes a ferromagnetic strip 729 positioned substantially flush with the outside side 707 of

temple 710. However, in this example, one or more grooves 715 may be provided in the strip

729. The groove 715 may be a generally rectangular channel open to the exposed surface of

the strip 729 and extending along the length of the strip 729. The groove 715 may be

configured to engage a corresponding protrusion on an electronic wearable device (not shown

in this view). In this manner, the guide 718 may be configured to magnetically retain the

electronic wearable device in attachment (e.g., by magnetic attraction) to the temple and may

further function to restrain movement of the electronic wearable device in one or more

directions (e.g., up and down, in-plane rotation, etc.) relative to the temple.

[073] FIG. 10 illustrates a simplified cross-sectional view of yet another embodiment of an

eyewear system 805. The eyewear system include a temple 810 of an eyewear frame and

electronic wearable device 8 11 (e.g., camera) in engagement with the temple 810. The

temple 810 is formed of a material 828, such as plastic, and includes an insert 820 made from

a ferromagnetic material, e.g., stainless steel. The electronic wearable device 8 11 is slidably

attached to the temple 810 via with a temple guide 818. The electronic wearable device 8 11

includes a device guide 812, which is provided on an arm 817. The arm 817 is configured to

be positioned over a top side 809 of the temple 810. The arm 817 may be extendible such as



to be positionable over temples of different thicknesses. The device guide is implemented as

a male guide (e.g., a protrusion 870) and includes a magnet 816 attached to the arm.

[074| The temple 810 may include a temple guide 818. The temple guide 818 in this

example is located on the top side 809 of the temple 810 and is implemented in the form of a

female guide (e.g., a track 830). The track is defined by a longitudinal slot formed in the

temple (e.g., on the top side 809) and extending to a depth sufficient to expose the insert 820.

The guide 818 includes one or more guide surfaces (e.g., base 831 and sidewalls 833 of track

830) which are operable to constrain movement of the electronic wearable device 8 11 in one

or more directions relative to the temple 810. At least one of the guide surfaces, in this case

the base 83 1, is defined by a ferromagnetic material of the temple (e.g., the insert). In some

examples, the magnet 8 16 may be exposed or embedded within the material forming the arm

(e.g., a rigid plastic material), which may be the same material as used for the housing of the

electronic wearable device 8 11. In other examples, a coating (e.g., friction-reducing coating)

may be provided over an exposed surface of the magnet 816 to reduce the frictional between

the magnet 816 and temple 810. In yet further examples, the magnet 816 and/or the bottom

surface of the protrusion 870 may be spaced from the base 83 1 of the track 830 such that the

protrusion 870 floats over the base 83 1 of track 830 with a small gap remaining between the

facing surfaces of the protrusion 870 and track 830 when the electronic wearable device 8 11

is attached to the temple 810.

[075) As will be appreciated, the guides 812 and 818 are configured such as to enable

attachment and detachment of the electronic wearable device 8 11 by insertion of a portion of

the electronic wearable device 8 11 (e.g., the protrusion 870) into the track 830 along a

direction perpendicular to the base of the track. In this manner, attachment and detachment

of the electronic wearable device 8 11 may be simplifies. Attachment may be achieved by

simply placing the electronic wearable device 811 over the temple and allowing the magnetic

attraction force to move the electronic wearable device 811 perpendicularly to the track to

snap the electronic wearable device 8 11 into engagement with the temple. As such,

attachment and detachment may not require manipulation of any miniaturized or intricate

connection components in order to secure the electronic wearable device 811, which may

improve the user experience. This functionality may of course apply to other embodiments

described herein, such as any of the embodiments describes in FIGS. 1-9 or any of the

embodiments described further below.

[076] It will be generally understood that aspects of any of the examples herein may be used

in combination with any other examples of the present disclosure. For example, any of the



temples described herein (e.g., temple 410, 510, 610, 710, 810, etc.) may be used to

implement the temple 24 of FIG. 1 and any of the device guides (e.g., guide 412, 512, 812,

etc.) may be used to implement the device guide 12 of FIG. 1. Also, one or more of the

aspects of the eyewear systems described with reference to FIGS. 1-5 and also described

further below with reference to FIGS. 11-15 may be applied to the examples in FIGS. 6-10.

(077J FIGS. 11-13 show components of an eyewear system according to another

embodiment. The eyewear system includes a temple 1110 for eyewear and an electronic

wearable device (e.g., camera 1111). A temple guide 1118 is provided on the temple for

attaching the electronic wearable device (e.g., camera 1111) to the temple 1110. The temple

guide 1118 is implemented as a male guide (e.g., a rail 1170). The rail 1170 protrudes from

the outside side 1107 of the temple 1110. The temple 1110 includes an insert 1120 which

may be embedded within an outer material 1128 (e.g., plastic) and may function to reinforce

the temple 1110.

[078] In some examples, the temple guide 1118 includes a ferromagnetic material (e.g.,

stainless steel). The ferromagnetic material may be provided as a coating on one or more

surfaces of the rail (e.g., on the top surface 1172 and/or sidewalls 1171). In some examples,

the rail may be made from the ferromagnetic material. In some examples, the insert may be

made from a ferromagnetic material. In some examples, the insert 1120 and temple guide

1118 may be made from the same material and formed integrally with one another. As

shown in the illustrated example, the insert and temple guide form a T-shaped beam (see e.g.,

FIG. 1ID) along a portion of the length of the temple. In other examples, the insert and rail

may be formed of different material and joined together to form the T-shaped beam.

Different arrangements, for example an insert and rail combination having a different cross-

sectional geometry (e.g., an L-shaped beam, I-shaped beam, U-shaped beam, etc.) may be

used. In the illustrated example, the rail is shorter than the length of the insert; however the

length of the rail may be increased to provide a longer path for the camera. Of course, a

shorter rail may also be used. In some specific non-limiting embodiments, the rail may be

about 65mm to about 100mm long, in some examples from about 75mm to about 85mm, in

some examples 80mm.

[079J The forward end 1135 of the rail 1170, the aft end 1137 of the rail 1170, or both, may

be beveled. In some examples, forward end 1135, the aft end 1137, or both may include a

hard stop, which prevent the camera from sliding off the rail along the rail direction. In the

illustrated embodiment, the rails has a generally rectangular cross section and the camera

1 1 11 may thereby be attached and removed from the rail in a direction perpendicular to the



rail (e.g., to top surface 1172). Other cross-sections for the rail may also be used. The rail

1170 may be aligned with a predetermined direction (e.g., a centerline of the temple 1110)

and may thus function to align the orientation of the camera 1111 (e.g., a line of sight of the

camera 1111) with a predetermined direction (e.g., the centerline of the temple 1110).

[080] The camera 1111 includes a device guide 1112 which is configured to engage the

temple guide 1118. The temple and device guides 1118, 1112 respectively may be

configured for slidably engagement with one another. In other words, the electronic wearable

device (e.g., camera 1111) is slidable along the temple guide 1118 when the electronic

wearable device is attached to the temple. For example, the device guide 1112 may define a

guide channel 1174 for receiving the rail 1170. In the specific illustrated embodiment, the

device guide 1112 includes first and second guide members 1176 which define the channel

1174 therebetween. The guide members 1176 may be configured to each be provided on

opposite side of the rail 1170 (e.g., adjacent the sidewalls 1171) to restrict movement of the

camera 1111 along the direction defined by the rail 1170. The guide members 1176 may be

attached to or integrally formed with the housing of the camera. In the illustrated example,

the device guide 1112 is configured to magnetically attach to the temple via the temple guide

1 1 18. To that end, the device guide includes a magnet 1178. The magnet 1178 is disposed in

the channel 1174 between the guide members 1176. In some examples, the temple and guide

members 1118, 1112, respectively are configured such that the magnet does not contact the

top surface of the rail 1170 when the camera 1111 is attached to the temple. For example, the

height of the rail 1170 and the depth of the channel 1174 may be selected such that a gap is

maintained between the base of the channel and the top surface 1172 of the rail 1170 while

magnetic attraction between the magnet 1178 and ferromagnetic material of rail 1170

maintains the camera 1111 attached to the temple.

[081] FIGS. 14A-D shows an eyewear temple 1410 with a short temple guide in accordance

with another embodiment. As illustrated in FIGS. 14A-D, a temple guide 1418 in accordance

with the present disclosure may be provided even on very thin temples, such as on thin metal

temple also referred to as a wire temple. The temple guide 1418 may extend along only a

small portion of the temple, e.g., less than about 50% of the length of the temple, and in some

examples less than about 30% of the length of the temple. In some examples, the guide 1418

extends about 1/3 of the length of the substantially straight arm portion of the temple,

although in other embodiments, the length of the guide may be different. To that end, the

temple 1410 may include a relatively wider landing or forward portion 1480 attached or

integrally formed with a relatively thinner aft portion 1482 that curves to form the earpiece



portion of the temple. In some examples, the width WF of the temple at the forward portion

may be at least three times greater than the width WA at the aft portion. Although FIGS.

14A-14D illustrated an embodiment of a temple with rectangular cross-sections, the cross-

section of the forward and/or aft portions may be different (e.g., the aft portion may be

circular in cross-section). The landing portion 1480 may taper towards the thinner aft portion

1482 at the interface between the two portions.

[082] The guide 1418 may include one or more of the features of guides described herein.

For example, the guide 1418 may be in the form of a female guide (e.g., a track) formed in

the landing portion 1480 of the temple. The track may include a base 1431 comprising a

ferromagnetic material. In some examples, the temple 1410 itself may be made from the

ferromagnetic material and the guide may be implemented by a groove cut into the outside

side 1407 of the temple, with the material of the temple providing the guide surface. In other

examples, the temple 1410 may include a layer or strip 1470 of ferromagnetic material

provided at the base of a female guide 1418. In yet further examples, the guide 1418 may be

a male guide which is implemented in the form of a protrusion similar to the example in FIG.

11.

[083] In accordance with some examples of the present disclosure, an adapter for attaching

a wearable electronic device to an eyewear temple is described. The adapter may be

configured to align the electronic wearable device in a predetermined orientation relative to

the eyewear temple when the electronic wearable device is attached to the eyewear using the

wearable device adapter. The adapter may be configured to position the electronic wearable

device to an outside side of the temple when the electronic wearable device is attached to the

eyewear using the wearable device adapter.

[084] The adapter may include a body and a metallic feature. The body may be configured

to removably attach the adapter to an eyewear temple of a plurality of differently shaped

eyewear frames. In some examples, the body may be configured to be provided at least

partially around an eyewear temple. For example, the body may define a passage through

which the temple may be inserted to secure the adapter to the temple. In some examples, the

body may be configured to be adjustable (e.g., stretchable or otherwise adjustable) to

accommodate temples of different sizes. That is, the passage may be adjustable from a

nominal shape or size to another shape or size. For example, the body may be formed of a

stretchable material such as a stretchable plastic material. In some examples, the body may

be formed of urethane or rubber (e.g., neoprene rubber). The body may be formed of a

material including polyvinyl chloride, acrylic terminated urethane polymer, polyurethane,



epoxyacrylate, epoxyurethane, polyethylene, polypropylene, polyethers, polyvinyl acetat,

polysiloxane, siloxyacrylate, or combinations thereof. Other materials may be used. In some

examples, the body may be formed of a fabric comprising natural or synthetic fibers. The

metallic feature of the adapter is attached to the body and configured for magnetically

retaining an electronic wearable device in attachment with the adapter.

[085] FIG. IS illustrates an embodiment of an adapter 1700 for attaching a wearable device

(e.g., a camera) to eyewear. The adapter 1700 includes a body 1702 and a magnetic feature

1704. The body 1702 may be configured to removably attach the adapter 1700 to a variety of

differently sized eyewear temples. The body 1702 may be in the form a tubular member

(e.g., a sleeve) made from a stretchable material (e.g., urethane, rubber, stretchable cloth, or

others). The body 1702 may be positionable around an eyewear temple, e.g., by insertion of

the eyewear temple through the passage 1714 defined by the stretchable material of the body

1702. The passage 1714 may be circular, ovular, or differently shaped.

[086] The magnetic feature 1704 may include a magnet or be attractable to a magnet. For

example, the magnetic feature 1704 may be a strip 1706 of magnetic material (e.g.,

ferromagnetic material). In yet further examples, the magnetic feature 1704 may include a

strip 1706 of non-ferromagnetic material provided with a layer of magnetic material on an

exposed side of the strip 1706. The strip 1706 may be provided between the body 1702 and

an adapter plate 1708 which defines a groove 1712. In some examples, the strip 1706 may be

attached (e.g., bonded, fastened) to the body 1702. In some examples, the adapter plate 1708

may be attached to the body 1702 (e.g., bonded or fastened) with the strip 1706 sandwiched

between the adapter plate 1708 and the body 1702, the adapter plate 1708 thereby attaching

the strip 1706 to the body 1702. In some examples, the strip 1706 may be secured (e.g.,

bonded) to the adapter plate 1708 but not to the body 1702. The adapter plate 1708 and strip

1706 may be removable from the body 1702 such that another adapter plate with a differently

sized or shaped groove may be attached to me body 1702 to permit attachment with a

different wearable device. In some examples, the device guides on a variety of wearable

devices may be standardized such that one universal adapter may enable attached of any such

wearable device with virtually any eyewear.

[087] The magnetic feature 1704 may be attached to an exterior side of the body, e.g.,

centered along the wall 1716. In this manner, when the electronic wearable device is

attached to the eyewear temple via the adapter 1700, the electronic wearable device may be

substantially aligned with the centerline of the temple. The body 1702 may be rotatable



around the longitudinal axis of the temple to enable adjustment of the orientation of the

electronic wearable device with respect to the centerline of the temple.

[088| In some examples, the metallic feature may be part of a guide for an electronic

wearable device, which may enable the removable attachment as well as slidable engagement

between the electronic wearable device and the temple. In such examples, the adapter may

fix the orientation of the electronic wearable device with respect to the temple but may not fix

the position of the electronic wearable device on the temple. In other examples, the metallic

features may be part of an attachment interface configured to substantially fix both the

position and orientation of the electronic wearable device with respect to the adapter. In such

examples, the attachment interface may have a size and shape substantially corresponding to

the size and shape of a device guide. The attachment interface may be configured to receive

the device guide and restrain movement of the electronic wearable device in both the

longitudinal and lateral directions (plus or minus slight movement in either direction as may

be due to manufacturing tolerances). When the attachment interface and device guide are

engaged in a cooperating fit the electronic wearable device may be fixed (e.g., non-movable)

with respect to the adapter.

[089] FIGS. 16 illustrate another embodiment of an adapter 1520 for attaching a wearable

device (e.g., a camera) to eyewear (e.g., eyewear 1501). The adapter 1520 includes a body

1524 and a magnetic feature 1522 attached to the body 1524. The body 1524 may be

configured to removably attach the adapter 1520 to a variety of differently sized eyewear

temples. One or more flexible attachment portions 1528 extend from an interface portion

1530 of the body 1524. The flexible attachment portions 1528, the interface portion 1530, or

both may be made from a stretchable material (e.g., a stretchable fabric). During use, the

flexible attachment portions 1528 may be folded over (e.g., as shown by arrows 1535) to be

wrapped around the temple and ends of the flexible attachment portions 1528 may be secured

to the interface portion, for example using an adhesive or a fastener, such that the body 1524

encircles the temple 1510 (e.g., the body 1524 surrounds a cross-section of the temple 1510).

In some examples, the flexible attachment portions 1528 and interface portion 1530 may be

integrally formed, for example from a sheet of stretchable fabric which is able to adhere to

itself without a tacky adhesive. For example, the flexible attachment portions 1528 and

interface portion 1530 may be formed of self-adherent tape similar to that used in medical

applications for bandages or wraps. The use of self-adherent material that does not include

tacky adhesives may prevent damage to the temples (e.g., marring aesthetic surfaces of the

temple with tacky residue from an adhesive). In other examples, only the end portions of the



interface portion 1530 which underlie the flexible attachment portions 1528 when secured

thereto may be formed from self-adherent material. In other examples, other combinations of

materials and securing means may be used to enable the adapter 1S20 to be removably

attached to any of a variety of dimple shapes. When attached to the temple, the adapter 1520

or at least a portion thereof may encircle the temple defining a passage similarly to adapter

1700. The adapter 1520 when attached to the temple may be rotatable and/or movable along

the temple to adjust a position, alignment or orientation of the wearable electronic device.

[090] The magnetic feature 1522 may be attached to the interface portion 1530 of the body

1524 for example using conventional techniques (e.g., adhesive, fasteners or via intermediate

mechanical components, such as a clip or brackets). In some examples, the magnetic feature

may be attached using an adapter plate 1526 which may be similar to the adapter plate 1708

of the previous example. The adapter plate 1526 may include a groove configured for

cooperating fit with a device guide of an electronic wearable device. In some examples, the

adapter and corresponding the groove may be sized to fix the position of the electronic

wearable device with respect to the adapter. In other words, the groove may be of a

corresponding shape or size to that of the protrusion of a device guide, such that when the

protrusion is inserted in the groove the electronic wearable device is substantially prevented

from moving in the longitudinal and lateral directions relative to the adapter and is only free

to move in a direction perpendicular to the magnetic feature 1522 (e.g., out of the plane of the

illustration in FIG. 16A) to enable the attachment and removal of the electronic wearable

device to the adapter. In other examples, the groove may be longer to permit sliding

engagement similar to a temple guide as described herein.

[091] Although the examples of guides and eyewear systems including such guides have

been described herein with an exemplary electronic wearable device in the form of a camera,

the electronic wearable device 10 may be virtually any miniaturized electronic device, for

example and without limitation a camera, image capture device, IR camera, still camera,

video camera, image display system, image sensor, repeater, resonator, sensor, sound

amplifier, directional microphone, eyewear supporting an electronic component,

spectrometer, directional microphone, microphone, camera system, infrared vision system,

night vision aid, night light, illumination system, sensor, pedometer, wireless cell phone,

mobile phone, wireless communication system, projector, laser, holographic device,

holographic system, display, radio, GPS, data storage, memory storage, power source,

speaker, fall detector, alertness monitor, geo-location, pulse detection, gaming, eye tracking,

pupil monitoring, alarm, air quality sensor, CO sensor, CO detector, C02 sensor, C02



detector, air particulate sensor, air particulate meter, UV sensor, HEV sensor, UV meter, IR

sensor IR meter, thermal sensor, thermal meter, poor air sensor, poor air monitor, bad breath

sensor, bad breath monitor, alcohol sensor, alcohol monitor, motion sensor, motion monitor,

thermometer, smoke sensor, smoke detector, pill reminder, audio playback device, audio

recorder, speaker, acoustic amplification device, acoustic canceling device, hearing aid,

assisted hearing assisted device, informational earbuds, smart earbuds, smart ear-wearables,

video playback device, video recorder device, image sensor, fall detector, alertness sensor,

alertness monitor, information alert monitor, health sensor, health monitor, fitness sensor,

fitness monitor, physiology sensor, physiology monitor, mood sensor, mood monitor, stress

monitor, pedometer, motion detector, geo-location, pulse detection, wireless communication

device, gaming device, eyewear comprising an electronic component, augmented reality

system, virtual reality system, eye tracking device, pupil sensor, pupil monitor, automated

reminder, light, alarm, cell phone device, phone, mobile communication device, poor air

quality alert device, sleep detector, doziness detector, alcohol detector, thermometer,

refractive error measurement device, wave front measurement device, aberrometer, GPS

system, smoke detector, pill reminder, speaker, kinetic energy source, microphone, projector,

virtual keyboard, face recognition device, voice recognition device, sound recognition

system, radioactive detector, radiation detector, radon detector, moisture detector, humidity

detector, atmospheric pressure indicator, loudness indicator, noise indicator, acoustic sensor,

range finder, laser system, topography sensor, motor, micro motor, nano motor, switch,

battery, dynamo, thermal power source, fuel cell, solar cell, kinetic energy source, thermo

electric power source, a blue tooth enabled communication device such as blue tooth headset,

a hearing aid or an audio system. In some examples, the electronic device may be a smart

device.

[092] Although the present disclosure includes, by way of example, illustration and

description of some embodiments, it will be understood by those skilled in the art that several

modifications to the described embodiments, as well as other embodiments are possible

without departing from the spirit and scope of the present invention. It will be appreciated

that any of the components, features, or aspects from any of the disclosed embodiments may

be used in combination with one another, without limitation, and without departing from the

scope of the present disclosure. It will be understood that one or more aspects of any

embodiment described herein may be used in combination with aspects of other

embodiments. It will also be understood one or more of illustration in the figures herein may



not be to scale and certain features may be exaggerated for clarity to illustrate aspects of the

present invention.



CLAIMS

What is claimed is:

1. An eyewear system comprising:

a frame including a lens-retaining portion comprising first and second end portions;

and

a pair of temples, each connected to a respective one of the first and second end

portions, each of the temples comprising a hinge portion and an insert extending from the

hinge portion towards a distal end of the temple, wherein the insert is formed of a

ferromagnetic material, and wherein at least one of the temples in the pair comprises a track

extending longitudinally along a length of the temple, wherein a base of the track is defined

by the insert and wherein walls of the track are defined by a second material disposed around

the insert.

2. The eyewear system of claim 1, wherein the track has a constant width along a

depth of the track.

3. The eyewear system of claim 1, wherein the track has a constant width along a

length of the track.

4. The eyewear system of claim 1, wherein a width of the track is smaller than a

width of the ferromagnetic insert.

5. The eyewear system of claim 1, wherein the width of the track does not

exceed 3.0mm

6. The eyewear system of claim 1, wherein the width of the track does not

exceed 2.5mm

7. The eyewear system of claim 1, wherein the depth of the track does not exceed

2.0mm.



8. The eyewear system of claim 1, wherein the depth of the track does not exceed

1.5mm.

9. The eyewear system of claim 1, wherein the forward end is located from 5mm

to 20mm distally of the hinge portion.

10. The eyewear system of claim 1, wherein the track is at least 15 mm long.

11. The eyewear system of claim 1, wherein each of the temples comprises a

track.

12. The eyewear system of claim 1, wherein the second material is plastic.

13. The eyewear system of claim 1, wherein the insert comprises spring steel,

stainless steel, or combinations thereof, and wherein the second material comprises acetate.

14. The eyewear system of claim 1, wherein an exposed surface of the insert is

coated with a corrosion resistant material.

15. The eyewear system of claim 1, wherein an exposed surface of the insert is

coated with a colored material.

16. The eyewear system of claim 1, wherein an exposed surface of the insert is

coated with a low-friction material.

17. The eyewear system of claim 1, wherein the track is curved in plan view, and

wherein a radius of the track is 90cm or greater.

18. The eyewear system of claim 1, wherein at least one of the temples of the pair

comprises a arm portion and an earpiece portion connected at a bend configured to be

positioned over a wearer's ears, and wherein the track spans more than 50% of a length of the

arm portion.



19. An eyewear system comprising:

an eyewear frame including at least one temple; and

a temple guide provided on the at least one temple, wherein the temple guide

comprises a guide surface defined by a ferromagnetic material of the temple, and wherein the

temple guide is configured to magnetically retain an electronic wearable device in slidable

attachment therewith and to restrict lateral movement of the electronic wearable device

relative to the temple when the electronic wearable device is engaged with the temple guide.

20. The eyewear system of claim 19, wherein the at least one temple comprises a

ferromagnetic insert, wherein the temple guide comprises a track defined by a longitudinal

slot in the temple to a depth extending to the insert, wherein the track comprises a base

defined by the insert, and wherein the guide surface is provided by the base of the track.

21. The eyewear system of claim 19, wherein the temple guide comprises a track

defined by a longitudinal slot in the temple, wherein the eyewear system further comprises

the electronic wearable device, and wherein the electronic wearable device comprises a

protrusion including at least one magnet arranged in the protrusion to magnetically attract the

ferromagnetic material of the temple when the protrusion is inserted, at least partially, within

the track.

22. The eyewear system of claim 15, wherein the temple guide comprises a

longitudinal track configured to enable attachment and removal of the electronic wearable

device by insertion of a portion of the electronic wearable device into the track along a

direction perpendicular to a base of the track.

23. The eyewear system of claim 20, wherein the temple comprises a second

material different from the ferromagnetic material, and wherein the second material encloses,

at least partially, the ferromagnetic material.

24. The eyewear system of claim 23, wherein the second material is a metal

different from the ferromagnetic material.

The eyewear system of claim 23, wherein the second material is plastic.



26. The eyewear system of claim 19, wherein the at least one temple comprises an

insert, wherein the temple guide extends longitudinally along a length of the insert, and

wherein a portion of the temple guide is defined by and integrally formed with the insert.

27. The eyewear system of claim 26, wherein the temple comprises a second

material different from the ferromagnetic material, and wherein the temple guide comprises a

rail protruding from a surface of the second material.

28. The eyewear system of claim 27, wherein the rail is integrally formed with the

insert to form a stiffener having a T-shaped transverse cross section at least along a portion of

the length of the stiffener.

29. The eyewear system of claim 26, wherein a length of the rail is shorter than a

length of the insert.

30. The eyewear system of claim 19, further comprising an electronic wearable

device including a device guide configured to magnetically attach to the temple, and wherein

the electronic wearable device is slidable along the temple guide when the electronic

wearable device is attached to the temple.

3 1. The eyewear system of claim 30, wherein the device guide comprises first and

second guide members defining a channel therebetween and a magnet disposed in the channel

between the guide members.

32. The eyewear system of claim 31, wherein the temple guide comprises a rail,

wherein the device guide is configured such that a top of the rail is spaced apart from a

surface of the magnet when the electronic wearable device is attached to the temple.

33. An eyewear system comprising:

an eyewear frame including at least one temple;

a temple guide provided on the at least one temple, wherein the temple guide

comprises a guide surface defined by a ferromagnetic material of the temple; and

an electronic wearable device configured to magnetically attach to the at least one

temple via the temple guide, wherein the temple guide is configured to magnetically retain



the electronic wearable device in slidable attachment therewith and to restrict lateral

movement of the electronic wearable device relative to the temple when the electronic

wearable device is engaged with the temple guide, and wherein the electronic wearable

device comprises:

a magnet which attaches to the ferromagnetic material; and

an additional member for securing the electronic wearable device to the

eyewear.

34. The eyewear system of claim 33, wherein the temple guide comprises a temple

track comprising a floor and two walls.

35. The eyewear system of claim 34, wherein the electronic wearable device is

attachable to the at least one temple via magnetic attraction to the floor of the track and

wherein the electronic wearable device is oriented by at least one wall of the track when

attached to the at least one temple.

36. The eyewear system of claim 33, wherein the temple is made of plastic.

37. The eyewear system of claim 33, wherein the temple is made of metal.

38. The eyewear system of claim 33, wherein the additional member is a securing

ring, which encircles a cross section of the temple.

39. The eyewear system of claim 38, wherein the securing ring is translucent or

transparent.

40. The eyewear system of claim 39, wherein the securing ring has a cross

sectional core thickness of less than l.S mm.



41. The eyewear system of claim 33, wherein the magnet is attracted to the

ferromagnetic material of the temple by at least 0.5 Newtons when the electronic wearable

device is attached to the at least one temple.

42. The eyewear system of claim 33, wherein the magnet is attracted to the

ferromagnetic material of the temple by more than 10 Newtons when die electronic wearable

device is attached to the at least one temple.

43. The eyewear system of claim 33, wherein the magnet is attracted to the

ferromagnetic material of the temple within the range of 1.5 Newtons and 5 Newtons when

the electronic wearable device is attached to the at least one temple.

44. The eyewear system of claim 33, wherein die magnet is a bar magnet

45. A wearable device adapter comprising:

a body of a stretchable material and configured to removably attach die adapter to an

eyewear temple of any of a plurality of differently shaped eyewear frames; and

a magnetic feature attached to the body and configured for magnetically retaining an

electronic wearable device in attachment with the adapter.

46. The adapter of claim 45, wherein the magnetic feature comprises a magnet, a

ferromagnetic metal, or combinations thereof.

47. The adapter of claim 46, wherein the stretchable material comprises urethane,

plastic, rubber, fabric, or combinations thereof.

48. The adapter of claim 45, further comprising the electronic wearable device.

49. The adapter of claim 48, wherein the electronic wearable device is a camera.

50. The adapter of claim 45, wherein the wearable device adapter is configured to

align the electronic wearable device in a predetermined orientation relative to the eyewear

temple when the electronic wearable device is attached to the eyewear using the wearable

device adapter.



SI. The adapter of claim 45, wherein the wearable device adapter is rotatable

relative to a longitudinal axis of the temple when attached thereto.
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